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V. Petkevič 

COORDINATED STRUCTURES  

IN THE CZECH NATIONAL CORPUS1 

1. Introduction 

The paper deals with the problem of partial (given the limited 

extent of the paper) analysis of coordinated structures in Czech from 

the viewpoint of morphological disambiguation and shallow parsing 

(chunking) on the material of the corpora of synchronic Czech 

SYN20002 and SYN20053. The study is limited to the following 

conjunctions: a (E. and), i (E. and also, even), nebo, či (E. or) and the 

following crucial question is investigated: Do they conjoin clauses or 

non-clauses (i.e. noun phrases, adjectival phrases, infinitives etc.)? 

It is a well-known fact that the conjunctions are polyfunctional in 

this respect. We want to assign automatically the appropriate function 

to these conjunctions consisting in their conjoining (separating) 

clauses or non-clauses. Such an assignment is unavoidable for a full-

fledged syntactic analysis of Czech and can be fully automatically 

performed on one of the following levels: 

 (higher level of) part-of-speech and morphological 

disambiguation 

 shallow syntactic analysis (chunking) 

 full-fledged syntactic analysis itself. 

We have chosen the disambiguation level fors the problem is 

closely related to the task of splitting a compound sentence into 

clauses and the solution to this task is indispensable for the 
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disambiguation performed by special syntactic rules we have 

developed. 

The problem is exemplified as follows. 

Example 1 

(1) Miloval(finite verb) matku a(clausesep) otce nenáviděl(finite 

verb). 

E. lit. He loved mother and father hated. 

E. He loved his mother and hated his father. 

(1’) Miloval(finite verb) matku a(nonclausesep) otce.  

E. lit. He loved mother and father. 

E. He loved his mother and father. 

Thus, in sentence (1) the conjunction a is a clause separator 

separating the sentence to 2 clauses: (a) Miloval matku and (b) otce 

nenáviděl. On the contrary, in sentence (1’) the conjunction a 

conjoins two nouns (noun phrases): mother and father. 

2. Conjunctions a, i, nebo, či (non)conjoining clauses 

Intuitive definition of a clause. A clause is formed by 1 finite 

verb FV as a verbal predicate (and – optionally – also by auxiliary 

verb form(s) in compound predicates) and by all word forms which 

syntactically directly depend on FV or are subordinated to FV (i.e. are 

indirectly dependent of FV). 

As a sequence of textual words (corpus positions) a clause is 

formed by all elements between the sentence start element (<s>) or a 

safe clause separator and the sentence end element </s> or a safe 

clause separator. Moreover, the clause contains one finite verb and 

possibly also auxiliary verb(s). In Czech, a finite verb is formed by 

one of the following morphological types: Present, Future, Past 

Participle, Imperative, Conditional form (by, bys...). A safe clause 

separator can only be: 
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 a punctuation mark (comma, colon...) or 

 a conjunction that can separate clauses (including a, i, 

nebo, či) 

Example 2 

(2a) <s>Pak jsem mu chtěl pomoci.</s> 

E. Then I wanted to help him. 

Here the whole sentence forms a clause, jsem being an auxiliary 

verb, chtěl being a Past Participle and both verbs agreeing in number 

and gender form the compound preterite. 

(2b) <s>Až napíšeš článek,<clsep> mohli bychom jet spolu do 

Petrohradu.</s> 

E. As soon as you write an article, we could go to Sankt-

Petersburg together. 

This sentence comprises 2 clauses separated by a comma, the 

first clause Až napíšeš článek containing 1 finite verb (Present) 

napíšeš in the Present Tense, the second one mohli bychom jet spolu 

do Petrohradu containing 1 finite verb (Past Participle) mohli and an 

conditional auxiliary bychom; both verbs form the predicate in 

conditional mood. 

(2c) <s>Ty bych si opekla na tom ohni nebo<clsep> snědla k 

večeři.</s> 

E. lit. I would roast them over that fire or eat them for dinner. 

In this sentence there are 2 clauses separated by the conjunction 

nebo: the first clause Ty bych si opekla na tom ohni contains a 

conditional predicate formed by a conditional auxiliary bych and the 

Past Participle opekla; the second clause snědla k večeři contains only 

the Past Participle snědla. 

Thus, the crucial problem is a separation of clauses which we 

perform during the rule-based morphological disambiguation. In our 
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disambiguation system, there exist special rules marking possible 

clause separators as  

 safe clause_separators 

 safe non-clause_separators 

Our disambiguation system is preceded by morphological 

analysis that assigns both clsep tag and nonclsep tag to every 

conjunction and to every punctuation mark in the text being processed 

(thus after morphological analysis of a sentence every conjunction 

and every punctuation mark in it is assigned both the clause separator 

tag and the non-clause separator tag) and subsequently invoked 

disambiguation rules discard one of these values (either clsep tag, or 

nonclsep tag) on contextual basis. 

Example 3 

(3) <s>Ve městě,<clsep> které bylo postaveno a<nonclsep> 

opevněno na konci starověku nebo<nonclsep> na počátku 

novověku,<clsep> žije nyní 200 000 obyvatel.</s> 

E. lit. In a city,<clsep>  which was built and<nonclsep> fortified 

at the end of antiquity or<nonclsep> at the beginning of the 

modern age,<clsep> live nowadays 200 000 inhabitants. 

In this complex sentence we clearly see which punctuation 

marks and conjunctions are clause separators and which are not. 

In the sequel, several basic statements are specified that can be 

rigorously formally expressed in a special programming language that 

we use in our disambiguation system. 

Statement 1 

If there is only one possible clause separator clsep between two 

safe finite verbs, then clsep is a safe clause separator. 

Sentence 1 from Example 1 is a typical instance of this 

statement. 
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Statement 2 

If there is only one possible clause separator possclsep between a 

conditional form and the corresponding Past Participle (both 

verbal forms form a compound conditional mood, i.e. they 

must – as a necessary condition – agree in number and gender), 

then possclsep is not a clause separator. 

Example 4 

(4) Poté by(Cond) národy a(nonclsep) kultury mohly(PastPart) 

žít vedle sebe. 

E. lit. Afterwards could nations and cultures live side by side. 

Here by and mohly form a conditional mood (E. could) and that 

is why the conjunction a standing between these verbal forms 

conjoins two nouns: národy (E. nations) and kultury (E. cultures) 

rather than clauses. 

Statement 3 

Let the following conditions hold in a compound sentence: 

 there are exactly 2 verb forms fin1 and fin2 in Present or 

Future or Imperative; 

 between fin1 and fin2 there is only one safe clause separator 

(clsepsafe1) and 1 possible clause separator (clsepposs2); 

 let there be no finite verb between fin1 and fin2. 

Then clsepposs2 is not a clause separator. 

For clause separation as well as for disambiguation a so-called 

«word-order constraint principle» is often used. This principle is 

exemplified by: 

Example 5 

(5) Byli to chlapci silní(Adj),(nonclsep) tvrdí(Adj |FinVerb)  

a(nonclsep) nelítostní(Adj). 

E. lit. They were boys strong, hard and reckless. 
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(5’) On to konstatuje(FinVerb),(clsep) tvrdí(Adj | FinVerb) 

a(clsep) dokládá(FinVerb) příklady. 

E. lit. He it states, confirms and corroborates by examples. 

In sentence (5) the words silní and nelítostní are safe adjectives, 

tvrdí between them is morphologically ambiguous between an 

adjective and a finite verb as indicated. However, in the given context 

it is only an adjective being constrained by its adjectival neighbours. 

On the contrary, in sentence (5’) konstatuje and dokládá are safe 

finite verbs in the Present Tense and therefore tvrdí between them is 

also a verb in the Present Tense being constrained by its verbal 

neighbours. Thus the Word-order Constraint Principle (WoCP) can be 

formulated as follows: 

If an element B having a possible f feature occurs between two 

elements A and C that have the safe f feature, then the element B 

is (almost) sure to have also the f feature. 

WoCP is applicable e.g. also to coordinated finite verb 

structures: 

FV1(FiniteVerb), FV2(FiniteVerb?), FV3(FiniteVerb) →  

FV2(FiniteVerb) 

WoCP exemplified by Example 5 above can be exploited for 

clause (non)separation e.g. as follows: 

Statement 4 

If we have the word-order configuration like this: 

safe FinVerb1 

Comma1= possible clause separator 

possible FinVerb2 and also some other (part-of- 

speech) interpretation 

(Comma2 or Coordinate Conjunction) = possible clause separator 

safe FinVerb3 
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then the following holds: 

→ safe FinVerb2 

→ Comma1 = safe clause separator 

→ (Comma2 or Coordinate Conjunction) = safe clause 

separator 

Here we see that in addition to the safe disambiguation of 

FinVerb2 as a finite verb also Comma1 and Comma2/Coordinate 

Conjunction are disambiguated as safe clause separators. Contrary to 

this, in the case exemplified by sentence 5 commas and/or 

conjunctions separating adjectives would be disambiguated as non-

clause separators on the basis of an apparent sibling Statement 4’ 

which we do not explicitly state here. The following is another 

example where Statement 4 can be applied. 

Example 6 

(6) Milost vám a pokoj od toho, který byl(FinVerb) ,(clsep)  

je(FinVerb | Pronoun) a(clsep) přichází(FinVerb). 

R. Иоанн семи церквам ... благодатъ вам и мир от Того, 

который есть и был и грядет... (Oтк. 1, 4) 

Here again part-of-speech disambiguation also entails clause 

separation. 

Conclusion 

We have presented several basic statements which make it 

possible to state whether a conjunction a, i, nebo, či 

conjoins/separates clauses or non-clausal elements. In our 

disambiguation system there are many more such statements, all being 

expressed in a rigorous formal way in a special programming 

language. A kind of resaoning we have presented can, in our opinion, 

be also applied to disambiguation of other languages such as Russian. 

 


